ABSTRACT HD 3167 is a bright (V = 8.9), nearby K0 star observed by the NASA K2 mission (EPIC 220383386), hosting two small, short-period transiting planets. Here we present the results of a multi-site, multiinstrument radial velocity campaign to characterize the HD 3167 system. The masses of the transiting planets are 5. ). We explore the possibility of atmospheric composition analysis and determine that planet c is amenable to transmission spectroscopy measurements, and planet b is a potential thermal emission target. We detect a third, non-transiting planet, HD 3167 d, with a period of 8.509±0.045 d (between planets b and c) and a minimum mass of 6.90±0.71 M ⊕ . We are able to constrain the mutual inclination of planet d with planets b and c: we rule out mutual inclinations below 1.3 degrees as we do not observe transits of planet d. From 1.3-40 degrees, there are viewing geometries invoking special nodal configurations which result in planet d not transiting some fraction of the time. From 40-60 degrees, Kozai-Lidov oscillations increase the system's instability, but it can remain stable for up to 100Myr. Above 60 degrees, the system is unstable. HD 3167 promises to be a fruitful system for further study and a preview of the many exciting systems expected from the upcoming NASA TESS mission.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting results of the previous decades of exoplanet discovery is the diversity in both the types of planets being discovered, and the types of planetary systems. In particular, the NASA Kepler mission Koch et al. 2010 ) has revealed a large population of planets with sizes in between the radii of Earth and Neptune (1-4R ⊕ ; Howard et al. 2012; Fressin et al. 2013; Petigura et al. 2013; Burke et al. 2015) , a size range in which we have no examples in the Solar System. This presents an opportunity to map out the bulk composition of exoplanets as a function of their radius, and identify the size (or range of sizes) at which they transition from rocky (Earth-like) to volatilerich (Neptune-like) compositions (Weiss & Marcy 2014; Rogers 2015; Wolfgang & Lopez 2015) . However, these relatively small planets produce correspondingly small radial velocity (RV) signals, which makes measuring their masses (and therefore bulk density) an expensive exercise. Therefore, the only feasible small exoplanets for characterization are those which orbit bright stars. The median apparent magnitude of the exoplanets discovered by Kepler in its original mission is 14.5 in the Kepler bandpass (400-900nm), and there are only seven planets in the 1-4R ⊕ range around stars brighter than 10th magnitude. Several of these, including Kepler93b (Dressing et al. 2015) and Kepler-68b (Marcy et jessie.christiansen@caltech.edu al. 2014) have been well-studied, and considerable effort has been expended on some fainter targets (e.g. Kepler78b, Grunblatt et al. 2015) , but for robust investigation of the potential mass transition region, more data are required. One ground-based transit survey, the MEarth survey (Berta et al. 2013 ) has provided two of these planets orbiting M dwarfs, around which these small planets provide a relatively large transit signal: GJ 1132b (Berta-Thompson et al. 2015) and GJ 1214b (Charbonneau et al. 2009 ). However, the majority of groundbased transit surveys are limited in discovery space to larger planets. The discovery of the transiting nature of several radial-velocity planets, by selection orbiting bright stars, helps to fill out the sample, including HD 97658 b (Howard et al. 2011; Dragomir et al. 2013) and HD 219134 b (Motalebi et al. 2015) . Recently, the resurrection of the crippled NASA Kepler telescope as the K2 mission (Howell et al. 2014 ) has provided the community with a preview of the wide-field, shallow survey of bright stars that the NASA TESS mission will complete (Ricker et al. 2014) , focusing on targets which are highly amenable to further characterization. The discoveries by the K2 mission in this exoplanet size regime include three bright, nearby multi-planet systems: K2-3 b, c, and d (K = 8.6, Crossfield et al. 2015) , HIP 41378 b, c, and d (K = 7.7, Vanderburg et al. 2016a) , and HD 3167 b and c (K = 7.1, Vanderburg et al. 2016b) .
The bright targets discovered by K2 and TESS will also provide some of the best targets for atmospheric characterization with NASA's James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) (Beichman et al. 2014; Greene et al. 2016) . Given the expected launch date for JWST of 2018 October, the aforementioned K2 discoveries are providing a timely supply of interesting, feasible observations for both Early Release Science and Cycle 1 observations. Measuring the masses of the planets is a key ingredient in interpreting the results of JWST transmission and emission spectroscopy (Benneke & Seager 2012 .
Here we present the results of a multi-instrument, multi-site campaign to characterize the masses of the planets in the HD 3167 system. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2.1 we describe the light curve and radial velocity data acquisition and analysis. In Section 3 we describe the derived system parameters, including the likely composition. In Section 4 we examine the prospects for atmospheric characterization of the HD 3167 system, and finally in Section 5 we analyze the architecture and dynamical stability of the HD 3167 system.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Transit detection
The NASA K2 mission uses the Kepler spacecraft to observe a series of fields, called campaigns, around the ecliptic plane. Near-continuous, high-precision photometry is obtained on 10,000-20,000 targets per campaign, most targets having 30-minute integrations. Campaign 8 (C8) awas observed for 80 days from 2016 January 04 to 2016 March 23. The calibrated pixels were downloaded from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) and processed in the same fashion as Crossfield et al. (2015) . In brief, following the methods of Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) and , the photometry is divided into six roughly equal segments, and each is decorrelated against the location of the photocenter of the light using a 1D Gaussian process. The major systematic in the photocenter location is the roll of the spacecraft around the telescope foresight, which is corrected approximately every six hours. By switching antennae at the start of Campaign 8, the magnitude of the roll was reduced significantly from that seen in Campaign 7, resulting in overall higher quality light curves with higher precision 1 . One of the targets observed in Campaign 8 was HD 3167, a bright (V=8.9, K=7.0), nearby (46 pc), K0 dwarf star, also designated as EPIC 220383386. The detrended photometry is shown in the top panel of Figure 1 .
Three transits of a long-period, relatively deep (∼1 mmag) planet candidate were first detected in a by-eye search of the brightest targets in C8, marked in cyan in 1 http://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/ k2-data-release-notes.html the top panel of Figure 1 . On closer inspection, shallower transits at a significantly shorter period were also detected, marked in red. Using the TERRA algorithm (Petigura et al. 2013) , two signals were found with periods of 0.959609 days (shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 1 ) and 29.8479 days (shown in the bottom right panel), with transit depths of 294 ppm and 946 ppm, respectively. These signals were subsequently reported by Vanderburg et al. (2016b) as HD 3167 b and c respectively. After removal of those signals, no additional transiting signals were found with an SNR above 5σ, corresponding to ∼0.8 R ⊕ .
In addition, we performed several tests of the photometry to rule out obvious false positive scenarios prior to acquiring expensive, high-precision radial velocity measurements. These included an adaptation of the modelshift uniqueness test, originally designed for Kepler data and described in Section 3.2.3 of Coughlin et al. (2016) . In brief, the test searches for other significant transitlike events in the light curve when phased to the period of the putative planet signal: false positives will often show multiple significant events across all phases due to the higher levels of correlated noise. Both planets b and c passed the model-shift uniqueness test. We also included an adaptation of the Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) test, described in Thompson et al. (2015) for Kepler data, which uses dimensionality reduction and k-nearest neighbours to measure how similar a putative signal is to a planetary transit signal. Both planets b and c also passed the LPP test.
Finally, we examined the photocenters of light during the transits of planet b: significant motion of the photocenter of light away from the location of the putative host star during transit is a powerful technique for detecting false positive events due to background eclipsing binaries. For the original Kepler mission, the spacecraft pointing stability was so high that this method could be used to identify false positives lying well within the same pixel as the target star. We adapt the difference imaging technique used in Kepler (Bryson et al. 2013 ) to K2. Due to the strong roll motion in K2, there is a large change in the light distribution between two consecutive cadences. even in the absence of a transit. Instead, for each in-transit cadence, we look for out-of-transit cadences at the same roll angle and and separated by exactly one thruster firing event. The roll angle is measured by the same technique as Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) . By requiring the out-of-transit cadences to be close in time, we minimize of the impact of motion perpendicular to the roll axis due to, e.g, differential velocity abberation. However, the K2 roll motion is not exactly repeatable, and not all in-transit cadences have out-of-transit cadences that meet our requirement both before and after the transit. For cadences that do, we Normalized Flux Figure 1 . The top panel shows the detrended K2 photometry for HD 3167. Transit of planet b are marked in red, and transits of planet c in cyan. The bottom panels show the phase-folded K2 photometry for planets b (left) and c (right). The best fit transit model, described in Section 3, is over-plotted in red for planet b, and cyan for planet c.
fit the PRF model of Bryson et al. (2010) to the intransit and difference image, and compute the shift in the photocenter. We average over all cadences for which a difference can be computed, and calculate the probability that the observed distribution of offsets is consistent with the hypothesis that the location of the transit is consistent with the location of the target star. For simplicity, the distribution of offsets is assumed to be Gaussian in both row and column. At 9th magnitude, HD 3167 is highly saturated, resulting in large scatter in the row direction due to the bleed of saturated pixels, and the distribution is highly non-Gaussian. Nevertheless, Figure 2 shows no strong evidence that the source of the transit for planet b is offset from the target. There are only three transits of HD 3167 c, and one of those gives a poor fit to the photocenter location, so we do not perform the photocenter analysis on this planet.
Stellar characterization
To determine the stellar parameters of the host star, we obtained three spectra of HD 3167 using Keck-HIRES with a S/N of ∼ 260 at 6000Å, without using the iodine cell as is typical of the precision radial velocity observations; Figure 3 shows a segment of a spectrum in the region of the Mg b triplet. We derived the stellar properties using the spectral forward-modeling procedure and line list of Brewer et al. (2016) . We first fit for T eff , log g, [M/H], and Doppler broadening using a scaled solar abundance pattern except for the alpha elements calcium, silicon, and titanium. We then fixed the stellar parameters and solved for the abundances of 15 elements. Finally, we repeated the process using this new abundance pattern. The results from fitting the three different spectra were nearly identical for all parameters. We then apply the empirical corrections from Brewer et al. (2016) to obtain the final parameters, summarized in Table 1 .
The analysis procedure has been shown to recover gravities consistent with those of asteroseismology with an RMS scatter of 0.05 dex (Brewer et al. 2015) and we adopt this as the uncertainty in log g. Brewer et al. (2016) shows that there is a 39 K offset with temperatures derived from well-measured angular diameters. We add this in quadrature to their 25 K statistical uncertainties for a total uncertainty of 46 K. The statistical uncertainty in the [Fe/H] measurement is only 0.01 dex but the empirical correction at this temperature is 0.09 dex. We adopt half of the offset, 0.05 dex, as our uncertainty in [Fe/H] . Finally, we compare the results of the analysis to those given by the Stellar Parameter Classification tool (SPC; Buchhave et al. 2012 Buchhave et al. , 2014 and SpecMatch and find they agree to within 1σ. Following the procedure in Crossfield et al. (2016) , we use the free and open source isochrones Python package (Morton 2015) and the Dartmouth stellar evolution models (Dotter et al. 2008) to estimate the stellar radius and mass given in Table 1 . The resulting stellar density is consistent with values derived in the transit analyses. HD 3167 was not included in Gaia Data Release 1 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016), possibly due to the incompleteness at the bright end or the poorer coverage along the ecliptic, where the K2 mission observes by necessity. However future Gaia releases should produce a precise distance and allow for stronger constraints on the stellar parameters. From the HIPPARCOS parallax (Perryman et al. 1997) , and following the same procedure as Brewer et al. (2016) , we derive an age for HD 3167 of 7.8±4.3 Gyr. The K2 data show some longer term variability that may be caused by stellar rotation (see Fig. 1 of Vanderburg et al. 2016b) . Examining the auto-correlation function of the light curve reveals a broad peak from 20-35 days, with a maximum at 27.2 days. The rotational velocity of 1.7±1.1 km s −1 is fairly poorly constrained, and allows a range of rotational periods from 10-40 days. These values are broadly consistent with the expected value for a field K-dwarf (see, e.g. Newton et al. 2016) . We examine the correlations between stellar activity indicators and the measured radial velocities in Section 3.2.1.
Proper motion
The proper motion of HD 3167 is quite large (107 mas/yr in right ascension and -173 mas/yr in declina- tion; Huber et al. 2016 ). In the 63 years since the 1953 Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS) images, HD 3167 has moved more than 12.5 , enabling us to utilize archival POSS data to search for background stars that are now, in 2016, hidden by HD 3167. Using the 1953 POSS data, shown in the top panel of Figure 4 , we find no evidence of a background star at the current postion of HD 3167 to a differential magnitude of ∼5 magnitudes, shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4 . Because HD 3167 is saturated in the POSS images, this sensitivity was estimated by placing fake sources at the epoch 2016 position of HD 3167 in the epoch 1953 image and estimating the 5σ threshold for detection. The photo-metric scale of the image (and hence, the magnitudes of the injected test stars) was set using the star located 1 to the southeast of HD 3167, which has an optical magnitude of approximately B=15.5. This analysis does not rule out the most extreme background eclipsing binaries (a 50% eclipsing binary would produce a 1 mmag transit at a differential magnitude of 6.8 magnitudes), but was sufficient for us to instigate the high-precision radial velocity campaign.
Adaptive Optics
We obtained near-infrared adaptive optics images of HD 3167 at Keck Observatory on the night of 2016 July 14 UT. Observations were obtained with the 1024×1024 NIRC2 array and the natural guide star system; the target star was bright enough to be used as the guide star. The data were acquired using the narrow-band Br-γ filter using the narrow camera field of view with a pixel scale of 9.942 mas/pixel. The Br-γ filter has a narrower bandwidth (2.13-2.18 µm), but a similar central wavelength (2.15 µm) compared the Ks filter (1.95-2.34 µm; 2.15 µm) and allows us to observe HD 3167 without saturation. A 3-point dither pattern was utilized to avoid the noisier lower left quadrant of the NIRC2 array. The 3-point dither pattern was observed with 10 coadds and a 0.726 second integration time per coadd for a total on-source exposure time of 65 s.
HD 3167 was measured with a resolution of 0.050 (FWHM) . No other stars were detected within 4 of HD 3167. In the Br-γ filter, the data are sensitive to stars that have K-band contrast of ∆K = 3.4 mag at a separation of 0.1 and ∆K=8.0 mag at 0.5 from the central star. We estimate the sensitivities by injecting fake sources with a signal-to-noise ratio of 5 into the final combined images at distances of N × FWHM from the central source, where N is an integer. The 5σ sensitivities, as a function of radius from the star, are shown in Figure 5 . Beyond 4 , there are no additional stars visible in 2MASS out to a radius of ∼20 . 
Radial velocity measurements
After the identification and validation of the two transiting planet signals, a high-cadence observing campaign was rapidly launched in order to obtain mass measurements while C8 was still visible. The final data set includes observations obtained with Keck/HIRES, APF/Levy, and HARPS-N, described below. The full set of radial velocity measurements is given in Table 2 .
Our observational setup for both Keck/HIRES and the APF/Levy was essentially identical to those described in Fulton et al. (2016) and Burt et al. (2014) . We collected a total of 60 RV measurements using Keck/HIRES (Vogt et al. 1994) , and 116 measurements using the Levy Spectrograph on the Automated Planet Finder (APF, Vogt et al. 2014; at Lick Observatory between 2016 July 7 and 2016 December 2. For all of the Keck/HIRES measurements we collected three consecutive exposures in order to mitigate the affects of stellar oscillations (Dumusque et al. 2011 ). The three measurements were then binned together before a jitter term, which includes a contribution from stellar jitter, is added in quadrature during the modeling process (see Section 3); this technique was not necessary at APF due to the smaller telescope aperture and longer exposure times. Whenever possible we observed HD 3167 two times during a single night with maximum temporal separation to improve phase coverage for HD 3167 b.
Each Doppler spectrum was taken through a cell of gaseous iodine that imprints a dense forest of molecular absorption lines onto the stellar spectrum and serves as both a wavelength and point spread function (PSF) reference. The slits chosen provided spectral resolving power of R ∼70,000 and R ∼100,000 for Keck and APF respectively. A series of iodine-free spectra were also collected using a narrower slit on both instruments (R ∼85,000/120,000 for Keck/APF). These spectra were deconvolved with the instrumental PSF and used as models of the intrinsic stellar spectrum. We modeled each RV observation as the deconvolved intrinsic stellar spectrum shifted by a best-fit RV and multiplied by an ultra-high resolution iodine transmission spectrum. This is then convolved with an instrumental PSF, which is modeled as the sum of 13/15 Gaussians for Keck/APF (Butler et al. 1996) . We reject measurements with SNR<45, mid-exposure times before or after 13-degree twilight, and measurements collected when the star was within 20 degrees of the moon. The rejected observations are not included in Table 2 .
We also observed HD 3167 with the HARPS-N spectrograph (Cosentino et al. 2012 ) located at the 3.58m Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) on the island of La Palma, Spain. HARPS-N is a stabilized spectrograph designed for precise radial velocity measurements. We observed HD 3167 76 times between 2016 July 7 (independently beginning the same night as the HIRES/APF campaign) and 2016 December 7, obtaining high resolution optical spectra with a spectral resolving power of R = 115000. Most of our observations consisted of 15 minute integrations, which yielded formal photonlimited Doppler uncertainties between 0.6 and 1.6 m/s. Similarly to the Keck/HIRES measurements, we typically observed HD 3167 two times per night, separated by a couple hours, in order to better sample the inner planet's orbit; on several occasions, we observed HD 3167 up to six times per night. We measured radial velocities by calculating a weighted cross-correlation function between the observed spectra and a binary mask (Baranne et al. 1996; Pepe et al. 2002) . One factor that extended our radial velocity campaign was the aliasing between the ∼1-day orbital period of planet b and the ∼1-month orbital period of outer planet c. Given the restrictions on observing enforced by the diurnal cycle and the tendency for telescope time to be allocated approximately monthly around the full moon, it was difficult at any single longitudinal site to secure the required phase coverage to break the degeneracy between planets b and c. Figure 6 shows, for each of the three telescopes, the b and c phase combinations of the observations. The HARPS-N observations, shown as yellow diamonds, represent the most precise measurements in our radial velocity sample, but have large bands of phase combinations that are un-sampled. Similarly, the HIRES measurements, shown as black open circles, do not cover the full range of phase combinations. Early analyses of the radial velocities from either of these sites individually led to degeneracies in the radial velocity semi-amplitudes, and therefore masses, of the b and c planets. The APF observations, shown as green points, for which there is the most regular access to the telescope, provide comprehensive coverage of the phase combinations of planets b and c. By combining the higher precision but limited phase coverage observations from HARPS-N and HIRES with the lower precision but broad phase coverage of APF we break the degeneracies and constrain the orbital solution as discussed below.
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Transit analysis
We analyzed the transit signals for planets b and c independently in our light curve, using the same modeling, fitting, and MCMC procedures as described in Crossfield et al. (2016) . As in that analysis, eccentricity was held to zero; for the radial velocity analysis described in Section 3.2 we allowed the eccentricity of planet c to float. The results are shown in Table 5 and are consistent with the parameters given by Vanderburg et al. (2016b) for planets b and c. We examine the transit times of planet b and find no evidence of variations above the level of ∼15 minutes, shown in Figure 7 . Occasional outliers are present in the individually derived transit times, but we conclude that these are likely a result of the low cadence of the Kepler observations combined with a non-perfect detrending. We exclude cadences affected by spacecraft thruster firings prior to analysis. In addition, we apply the cosmic-ray detection algorithm for K2 photometry developed by Benneke et al. (2016) , but do not identify any cosmic-ray events as the source for the outliers in the transit timing.
Radial velocity analysis
We analyzed the RV time-series using the publiclyavailable RV fitting package RadVel (Fulton & Petigura, in prep.) 2 . RadVel is written in object-oriented Python and is designed to be highly extensible, flexible, and documented for easy adaptation to a variety of maximumlikelihood fitting and MCMC applications. The standard version of RadVel downloadable from GitHub 3 includes a pipeline that is capable of modeling multiplanet, multi-instrument RV time-series utilizing a fast Keplerian equation solver written in C.
Our likelihood function for this analysis follows that of Sinukoff et al. (2016) :
where v i are the gamma-subtracted velocity measurements (v i = v i,inst − γ inst , where γ inst is an instrumentdependent term) with associated uncertainties σ i , and v m k(t i ) is the Keplerian model at time t i .
We first find the maximum-likelihood model using the Powell minimization technique (Powell 1964 ) then perturb the best-fit parameters by 1 part in 10 5 to start 50 parallel MCMC chains. RadVel incorporates the affine-invariant sampler of the emcee package (ForemanMackey et al. 2013 ). The Gelman-Rubin (Gelman et al. 2003) and T z statistics (Ford 2006 ) are checked in real-time during the MCMC exploration. The chains are deemed well-mixed and the MCMC is halted when the Gelman-Rubin statistic is within 3% of unity and T z > 1000 for all free parameters. We chose to parameterize the Keplerian orbits using √ e sin ω and √ e cos ω instead of e and ω in order to increase convergence speed. We assigned uniform priors to √ e sin ω, √ e cos ω, velocity semi-amplitudes (K), and the zero-point offsets (γ). The jitter terms for each instrument (σ j ) are defined in Equation 2 of Fulton et al. (2015) , and serve to capture the stellar jitter and instrument systematics such that the reduced χ 2 of the best-fit model is close to 1. The χ 2 values in Table 3 are reported without including the jitter terms, since including them would artificially reduce the final χ 2 values. Gaussian priors were assigned to the ephemerides of the two transiting planets using the values reported in Vanderburg et al. (2016b) . We examine the fits for system architectures from 0-3 planets and choose the three-planet solution favored by the Bayesian information criterion (see Table  3 for details). The median values and the 68% credible intervals of the three-planet solution are reported in Table 4 . The best-fit three-planet Keplerian model is shown in Figure 8 .
Search for a third planet
We search for additional planets in the RV data using the automated planet discovery pipeline described in Fulton et al. (2016) and . In brief, this pipeline utilizes a custom implementation of the two-dimensional Keplerian Lomb-Scargle periodogram (2DKLS; O'Toole et al. 2009 ). Periodogram power is defined as a change in χ 2 relative to a baseline χ 2 . For this particular search the baseline χ 2 is derived from the best two-planet model fit. The periodogram, shown in the top panel of Figure 10 , demonstrates the change to the fit when adding a third planet as a function of the orbital period of that planet. Offsets between data from different instruments and inhomogeneous measurement uncertainties are incorporated into χ 2 . In order to assess the significance of peaks in the periodogram we determine an empirical false alarm probability (eFAP) by fitting a log-linear function to the distribution of values in a given periodogram. The reference epoch for γ,γ,γ is 2457652.6. 507,500 links were saved.
We find a significant peak with eFAP∼0.3% and a period of ∼8.5 days in the 2DKLS periodogram of the combined RV dataset when searching for a third Keplerian signal. When we add this additional Keplerian into the MCMC fits described in Section 3.2 we see an improvement in the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, Liddle 2007) of 76, which indicates that the three-planet model is highly favored over the two-planet model.
We also calculate the 2DKLS periodogram for each instrument independently. In the 2DKLS periodogram for the APF data, we find that the highest periodogram value similarly falls at a period of ∼8.5 days, with an eFAP∼20%. We find that the highest peak in the 2DKLS periodogram of the HARPS-N data falls at a period of ∼11 days, which is near an alias of 8.5 days caused by the sampling being concentrated around lunar Figure 6 , manifests as a slight degeneracy between the masses of the two planets. The more incomplete the coverage, the higher the resulting degeneracy.
cycles (1/8.5 days − 1/29.5 days = 1/11.9 days). The second highest peak in the 2DKLS periodogram of the HARPS-N data falls at a period of 8.4 days. The HIRES data also shows an insignificant peak with a period of ∼11 days. The APF data, which has much more uniform sampling due to the semi-dedicated nature of the telescope, is critical to break the monthly alias and reveal the true period of the third planet.
In order to examine whether the 8.5-day signal could be caused by a window function effect, in the fashion of α Cen Bb (Rajpaul et al. 2016) , we perform the following test: using the real observing times, we generate a simulated radial velocity curve from the properties of the two transiting planets. For each point, we generate an uncertainty drawn from a normal distribution of the quadrature sum of the observation error and the instrument jitter for the instrument that obtained that observation. We run the simulated radial velocity curve through 2DKLS, and after removing the two known signals, we see no significant remaining power in the 7-10-day range, implying that the observed 8.5-day signal in the real data is not caused by a window function effect of the observations. We show the results of this final search in the lower panel of Figure 10 .
We also examined whether the 8.5-day signal could be caused by stellar activity, since the period is potentially near an integer alias of the stellar rotation period. The best-fit jitter value for Keck/HIRES is surprisingly large in comparison to that from the HARPS-N dataset. Long term Keck/HIRES monitoring of stars with similar spectral types and activity levels show jitter as low as 1.8 m/s. Inspection of the residuals in Figure 8 show a systematic structure that appears to be present in only the Keck/HIRES dataset. These correlated residuals are the source of the inflated jitter. We collected iodine-free template observations for this star on three different occasions and recalculated the velocity time series using each of the different templates. The results were comparable in each case and the structure in the residuals did not change significantly. We also searched for correlations of the velocity residuals with environmental and pipeline parameters. The Keck/HIRES velocity residuals are weakly correlated with both barycentric correction and S value. We tried subtracting a linear trend from radial velocity against barycentric correction and/or S value by adding a term into the likelihood in showing the improvement to χ 2 for a three planet fit relative to that of a two planet fit (thick black line). We find a significant peak with eFAP≈0.3% at an orbital period of 8.5 days. Periodograms of the HIRES, HARPSN, and APF data independently are shown in blue, gold, and green respectively. All periodograms have been normalized such that power=1.0 is equivalent to eFAP=1% (also indicated by the red dashed line). Bottom panel : 2DKLS periodogram of the simulated radial velocity curve containing the two transiting planets and preserving the observing window function, after removal of the two known signals.
the MCMC fit, but found only very modest improvement to the final jitter value and no significant difference to the final results. Since the structure in the residuals appears to be quasi-periodic and weakly correlated with S value, we suspect that the source of the large jitter is likely caused by rotational modulation of starspots. The iodine technique used to extract the velocities from the Keck/HIRES and APF spectra could be more sensitive to the line-shape distortions produced by these starspots compared to the cross-correlation technique used to extract the velocities from the HARPS-N spectra. As shown in Figure 10 , the signal of HD 3167 d is present in the HARPS-N and APF data, which do not show systematic structure in their residuals, so we are confident that the signal of planet d is not caused by stellar activity. We investigated this further by examining the stacked periodogram of the radial velocities (Mortier & Collier Cameron 2017) and noting that the strength of the 8.5-day signal peak in the periodogram increases with the addition of more data, as distinct from the behaviour of a peak caused by quasi-periodic stellar activity.
Composition
The measured mass and radius of HD 3167 b (5.02±0.38 M ⊕ , 1.70 ; consistent with a predominantly rocky composition, but potentially having a thin envelope of H/He or other low-density volatiles. Figure 11 shows HD 3167 b in comparison with other small exoplanets with masses measured to better than 50% precision; the lines show the composition models of Zeng et al. (2016) . We randomly draw 100,000 planet masses and radii from our posterior distributions, and compare them to the mass-radius relation of Fortney et al. (2007) for pure rock, finding results that are consistent with the models of Zeng et al. (2016) . Assuming that the planet is a mixture of rock and iron, we compute the iron mass fraction from each random draw using Equation 8 of Fortney et al. (2007) . We conclude that the iron mass fraction is smaller than 15% at 68% confidence and smaller than Earth's iron mass fraction (33%) at 85% confidence, under the assumption that the planet is a mixture of rock and iron, with no volatiles. The radius, 1.70
+0.18
−0.15 R ⊕ , brackets the putative transition radius from likely rocky to likely volatile rich at 1.6 R ⊕ proposed by Rogers (2015) . Planetary envelopes in such close proximity to the host star are predicted to be stripped away, either through photo-evaporation (e.g. Owen & Jackson 2012; Lopez & Fortney 2014; Chen & Rogers 2016; Lopez 2016) or Roche lobe overflow (e.g. Valsecchi et al. 2014) . Our constraints are consistent with the notion that ultra-short-period (USP) planets are predominantly rocky.
HD 3167 c has a mass and radius of 9.80
−1.24 M ⊕ and 3.01 +0.42 −0.28 R ⊕ respectively, also shown in Figure 11 . The resulting bulk density of HD 3167 c is 1.97
. The mass and radius can be explained by a wide range of compositions, all of which include lowdensity volatiles such as water and H/He (Adams et al. 2008; Rogers & Seager 2010; Valencia et al. 2013) . The planet evolution models of Lopez (2016) are consistent with an Earth-composition core surrounded by a H/He envelope comprising ∼2% of the total planet mass. Alternatively, the planet might be mostly water. With a K-band magnitude of 7, HD 3167 is amenable to transmission spectroscopy observations to detect the atmospheric constituents of planet c, discussed in Section 4, which will help to break compositional degeneracies. HD 3167 c receives an incident flux ≈16 times that of Earth, and is much less susceptible to atmospheric HD 3167 Figure 11 . Masses and radii for planets with masses measured to better than 50% uncertainty. The shading of the points and error bars corresponds to their uncertaintydarker points are more precisely constrained. The red points are the newly added HD 3167 b and c values from this paper. N, V, and E mark the solar system planets. The curves show the mass-radius correlation for compositions ranging from 100% iron to 100% water from Zeng et al. (2016) . Planet b is likely predominately rocky, and planet c is volatile-rich.
photo-evaporation than planet b. Planet b could be a remnant core of a planet similar to planet c.
PROSPECTS FOR ATMOSPHERIC STUDY
The brightness of the host makes the planets HD 3167 b and c excellent candidates for detailed atmospheric characterization. The low bulk density of planet c, in particular, suggests that the planet is surrounded by a thick gas envelope, as discussed in Section 3.3. If HD 3167 c has a large extended exosphere, HST/UV observations could detect escaping hydrogen, as for GJ 436b (Ehrenreich et al. 2015) . Beyond current instrumentation, JWST /NIRISS would simultaneously observe 0.6 to 2.8 µm and provide robust detections of all main water absorption bands in the nearinfrared. Here, we estimate that an NIRISS SOSS spectrum would provide near photon-noise-limited observations, with approximately 15 ppm uncertainty when binned to R = 100 at λ = 1.2 − 1.8µm. Molecular detections for high-metallicity atmospheres or hydrogenrich atmospheres with high-altitude clouds above 1 mbar will, however, be substantially be more challenging due to the lower signal-to-noise afforded by the relatively large stellar radius (Benneke & Seager 2013) . We estimate that a robust distinction between an atmosphere with a high mean molecular weight and a cloudy hydrogen-dominated atmosphere with solar water abundance would require multiple JWST visits. Model transmission spectra and simulated observations of the mini-Neptune HD 3167 c, binned to R = 70 in the first order, and R = 40 in the second order. Assuming a single transit observation by JWST, water absorption is detectable at high significance in both cloud-free and cloudy scenarios. Models were generated as described in (Benneke & Seager 2012; Benneke 2015) . The observational uncertainties are 120% of the photon-noise limit accounting for the exact throughput, duty-cycle, and dispersion of the instruments.
HD 3167 b, on the other hand, is likely to have been stripped of a substantial volatile component due to its proximity to the host star. However, the higher equilibrium temperature of planet b makes it the better target for secondary eclipse observations of its thermal emission, despite its smaller radius and shorter transit time. Given that its short P<1 d orbit is unlikely to be significantly eccentric, we assume that its secondary eclipse duration equals its transit duration and we can expect the eclipse to occur at mid-time between transits. Assuming a planetary equilibrium temperatures of 1700 K for planet b and approximating the planet as blackbody we would expect a thermal emission signal (F p /F s ) of 60 ppm longward of 5 µm. We estimate that the thermal emission of this planet could be detected at S/N 8 in a single secondary eclipse observation at wavelengths 4-7 µm with a R = 4 filter if only photon noise is considered. Introducing only 20 ppm of systematic noise would reduce this to S/N 3, so this will likely be a difficult observation. The λ < 5µm JWST NIRCam detectors will likely have lower residual systematic noise than the λ > 5µm MIRI ones (Beichman et al. 2014) , so an observation with the NIRCam F444W filter may be the best way to detect this signal. This and all other calculations assume equal time spent observing the star HD 3167 alone outside of transit or secondary eclipse.
DYNAMICS
In this section, we consider the dynamical behavior of the three planet system with an eye towards placing additional constraints on its orbital architecture. The architecture is notable due to the misalignment of the middle planet compared to the coplanar inner and outer planets. We begin by noting that the optimal fit to the combined data set yields a period ratio of planets c and d that is very close to 7/2. In light of this nearcommensurability, it is worthwhile to inspect the possibility that the c-d planetary pair is currently locked in a 7/2 mean-motion resonance (MMR). We note that although the 7/2 commensurability arises at 5th order in the perturbation series (Murray & Dermott 1999, hereafter MD99) , at least one example of an extrasolar planetary system, Kepler-36 (Deck et al. 2012) , is known to currently reside in a 5th order (29:34) MMR.
Mean Motion Commensurability
Unlike the case of Kepler-36, with an orbit tightly constrained by transit timing variations, the radial velocity orbital fit of HD 3167 is not sufficiently precise to deduce the behavior of resonant harmonics directly. Thus, we approach this question from an alternative viewpointnamely, we employ numerical experiments to examine whether the conditions required to establish such a resonant lock could have occurred in the system's evolutionary history. It is well known that mean-motion resonances arise from smooth convergent migration (in this case, likely due to interactions with the protoplanetary nebula), and the probability of capture depends both on the planetary eccentricities at the time of the resonant encounter, as well as the migration rate (Henrard 1982; Borderies & Goldreich 1984) . Application of adiabatic theory (Neishtadt 1975) shows that resonance capture probability diminishes with increasing eccentricity and/or increasing migration rate (Batygin 2015) . Accordingly, in our simulations, we circumvent the former issue by assuming that the planets approach one another on initially circular orbits, and only retain the migration rate as an adjustable parameter.
To facilitate orbital convergence and damping, we have augmented a standard gravitational N -body code with fictitious accelerations of the form (Papaloizou & Larwood 2000) :
where τ mig and τ dmp are the migration and damping timescales, respectively. For definitiveness, migration torque was only applied to the outer planet, while damping torques were exerted upon both planets. Additionally, the gravitational potential of the central star was modified to account for the leading-order effects of general relativity (Nobili & Roxburgh 1986 ). The simulations employed the Bulirsch-Stoer algorithm (Press et al. 1992) , and initialized the orbits in the plane, with random mean anomalies, ∼ 5% outside of the exact 7/2 resonance. We have carried out a sequence of numerical experiments with τ mig ranging from the nominal type-I migration timescale of ∼ 5000 years (Tanaka et al. 2002) to τ mig = 3 Myr (i.e. a typical protoplanetary disk lifetime; Armitage 2010), and with τ dmp = ∞ as well as τ dmp = τ mig /100 (Lee & Peale 2002) . We tested each parameter combination with ten cloned simulations, and did not observe capture into a 7/2 MMR a single time. As a consequence, we conclude that it is unlikely that the planets are presently affected by the nearby 7/2 resonance, and the orbital proximity to this commensurability is coincidental.
Lagrange-Laplace Theory
With the possibility of resonant interactions disfavored, we proceed with a purely secular (i.e. orbitaveraged) treatment of the dynamics. A specific question we now seek to address concerns the mutual inclinations within the system. In other words, what extent of misalignment among the angular momentum vectors of the planetary orbits is required for planet d to elude transit, while allowing planets b and c to transit simultaneously? Although an exact answer to this question can in principle be attained from numerical integrations, such calculations require a more precise knowledge of the input parameters (e.g. eccentricities, longitudes of periastron, etc) than what is presently available. Consequently, here we settle for an approximate answer, which we deduce analytically from secular perturbation theory.
A conventional approach to modeling the long-term behavior of planetary systems that reside outside of mean-motion commensurabilities, is to replace the planetary orbits with massive wires and compute the resulting exchange of angular momentum (MD99). We note that formally, this is equivalent to averaging the governing Hamiltonian over the mean longitudes (Morbidelli 2002) . In the limit of low eccentricities and mutual inclinations (specifically, to second order in either quality), the inclination and eccentricity dynamics become decoupled, meaning that the uncertainties of the RV fit do not strongly affect the following calculations.
Within the context of this so-called Lagrange-Laplace secular theory (see Brouwer & Clemence 1961 , for a complete discussion), the equations of motion for the complex inclination vector z = i exp(ı Ω), where i is the inclination and Ω is the ascending node, simplify to a linear eigenvalue problem:
where the indexes run over the planets, and N = 3. The interaction coefficients B jk depend exclusively on the planetary masses as well as the semi-major axis ratios, and comprise a matrix B that fully encapsulates the dynamics:
In the above expression, n = GM /a 3 is the mean orbital frequency, α < 1 is the semi-major axis ratio, b
3/2 (α jk ) is a Laplace coefficient of the first kind, and α = α if a j < a k ;ᾱ = 1 if a k < a j . With these specifications of the problem, the solution to equation (3) can be be expressed as a super-position of N linear modes:
where f k and β jk denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of B, respectively. The scaled amplitudes of the eigenvectors and the phases δ k are determined entirely by the specific choice of initial conditions. For definitiveness, here we initialize the transiting planets (b and c) in the plane (i b = i c = 0; Ω b , Ω c undefined), and choose our reference direction to coincide with the present-day ascending node of the inclined planet d (Ω d = 0). Although adopting this initial condition does not lead to a general analysis of the systems?s possible dynamical evolution, this simplification is justified given the current observational constraints. Consequently, the only free parameter that enters our calculations is planet d's inclination. Moreover, owing to the analytic nature of our solution, the computational cost associated with any one realization of the dynamics is negligible.
To obtain an absolute lower-bound on planet d's present-day inclination, we note that given a favorable configuration of the line of nodes relative to the line of sight, any inclination greater than i d > arctan(R /a d ) = 1.3 deg will allow planet d to elude transit for some fraction of the time, potentially during the 80-day duration of the K2 observations. The greater the mutual inclination, the larger the fraction of time that planet d does not transit, rising from ∼7% for an inclination of 3 degrees, to ∼80% for inclinations of 10 degrees. The nodal configuration assumption therefore becomes progressively less stringent as the adopted value of i d increases, and it is of interest to estimate the critical i d beyond which this limitation can be alleviated altogether 4 . Moreover, such a calculation can further inform a maximal i d , beyond which none of the planets co-transit.
Following Spalding & Batygin (2016) , we define a mutual inclination
and adopt the following criterion for a pair of planets to co-transit:
Generically, as the orbits exchange angular momentum, their mutual inclinations, η jk , will experience oscillatory motion. An example of this behavior, taking i d = 20 deg as an initial condition, is shown in the left panel of Figure 13. For reference, the solid lines denote the analytic solutions obtained by matrix inversion, while the dotted lines show the numerical solution computed with the N -body code described above. Although a small discrepancy exists in the oscillation frequencies computed analytically and numerically, the amplitudes of oscillation (which are the more relevant quantities for the question at hand) are well captured by secular perturbation theory.
In the particular case shown in the left panel of Figure 13 , the orbital architecture of the observed system is correctly reproduced, without assumptions about the current lines of nodes. That is in this case, given almost any nodal configuration, a viewing geometry where planets b and c co-transit, will not permit planets b and d to co-transit also. To estimate the critical inclination of planet d below which all three planets co-transit, we have computed the maximal and minimal extents of mutual inclinations between planets b and c as well as b and d, as a function of i d . These results are shown in the right panel of Figure 13 . Cumulatively, our theoretical calculations suggest that, although planet d can escape transit for inclinations as small as ∼1.3 deg, for inclinations above ∼15 degrees the allowed range of nodal alignment that would result in planet d transiting becomes so vanishingly small that, in the absence of observed transits, we conclude that the mutual inclination that reproduces the observed orbital misalignment of the HD 3167 system is most likely greater than ∼15 degrees.
Kozai-Lidov Regime
While the flavor of secular theory employed above adequately captures the dynamics of the system over the inclination range shown in Figure 13 , the LagrangeLaplace model is well known to break down at sufficiently high inclinations. Specifically, within the context of the problem at hand, it is reasonable to expect that provided sufficiently large i d , the system will enter the Kozai-Lidov (Lidov 1962; Kozai 1962) resonance, which can facilitate large-scale oscillations of the eccentricities. A typically quoted inclination, necessary for Kozai-Lidov oscillations to ensue, is 39.2 deg. Consistently, here we find numerically that when planet d's inclination exceeds i d 41 deg, the system enters the Kozai-Lidov regime, and planet d's eccentricity begins to experience oscillations coupled with its argument of pericenter. The small discrepancy in the critical value of the inclination can almost certainly be attributed to the apsidal precession generated by general relativistic effects and the quadrupolar field of the inner planet b (Batygin et al. 2011) , as well as the non-negligible mass of planet d itself (Naoz et al. 2013) .
Intriguingly, the commencement of Kozai-Lidov oscillations is not synonymous with the onset of dynamical instability. Instead, the system remains stable for at least 100 Myr for inclinations up to i d ∼ 60 deg (an example of stable evolution with i d ∼ 55 deg is shown in Figure 14) . It is only above an inclination of i d ∼ 65 deg, that eccentricity oscillations become sufficiently extreme, for subsequent orbit crossing to ensue. In this regard, the dynamics of the system entails an observational consequence: if follow-up radial velocity observations sharpen the estimate of planet d's eccentricity to a value that is close to zero, that would imply that planet d's inclination lies below i d < 40 deg. Conversely, significant orbital eccentricity in the system would point towards i d 41 − 66 deg as the more likely range of orbital misalignment. Constraining the inclination to 15-60 degrees, under the relaxed assumption that requires no special configuration of the lines of nodes, implies a true mass of 7.1-13.8 M ⊕ for HD 3167 d.
Some Speculation
The dynamical analysis presented herein shows that the observed orbital architecture of the HD 3167 system can be naturally explained if the orbital inclination of planet d exceeds ∼ 15 deg, without invoking the need for the system to be observed at a given configuration and time. An intriguing question, then, concerns the origins of such a highly misaligned orbital architecture. One distinct possibility is a transient dynamical instability, that would have led to chaotic excitation orbital inclinations. Although such a scenario is not strictly impossible, the consistency of our RV fit with circular orbits renders such an evolutionary sequence unlikely. Some additional circumstantial evidence for long-term stability is the lack of a dense, hot disk around HD 3167, like that orbiting the G8V/K0V star HD 69830 (Beichman et al. 2006) , which also hosts three planets (Lovis et al. 2006) . Examining the WISE photometry (Cutri & et al. 2014 ) we find no evidence for an excess, which is expected for mature stars but the presence of which may be indicative of a recent disruptive event.
An alternative, and perhaps more plausible solution is that the orbits have inherited their inclination from a primordially misaligned star. Over the past few years, theoretical evidence has been marshaled in support of the notion that stars can become misaligned with respect to their protoplanetary disks, during the T-Tauri stage of their lifetimes (Bate et al. 2010; Lai et al. 2011; Batygin 2012; Lai 2014; Spalding & Batygin 2014; Matsakos & Königl 2016 ). An attractive feature of the primordial misalignment theory is that it can simultaneously account for the observed distribution of spinorbit misalignments of hot Jupiters (Spalding & Baty-i (deg) time (years) time ( (Spalding & Batygin 2016) . Viewed in this context, HD 3167 probably represents an evolutionary outcome of a close-in planetary system that formed in a relatively quiescent environment, and was perturbed out of orbital alignment through secular exchange of angular momentum between the planets and the young star, while retaining orbital stability.
CONCLUSIONS
We have undertaken a large multi-site, multiinstrument campaign to characterize the masses of the planets in the bright, nearby system HD 3167. We find that the system is composed of a rocky superEarth, a likely volatile-rich sub-Neptune, and discover a third, non-transiting planet. Using dynamical arguments we constrain the likely mutual inclination of the third planet to between 15-60 degrees, indicating a true mass which is also in the sub-Neptune range. Due to its high volatile component, HD 3167 c is a very promising target for HST and JWST characterization of its atmosphere. In particular, measuring the water content of the atmosphere could help inform whether the system, with its unique architecture, was formed in situ. Given the inherent difficulty in establishing comprehensive phase coverage for planets with orbital periods near to one day and one month, we emphasize the utility and necessity of collaborating across multiple RV instruments and sites in our analysis. HD 3167 is expected to be typical of the exoplanet systems discovered by the NASA TESS mission: bright, late-type main-sequence host stars, likely hosting multiple small planets. As such, it illuminates some of the challenges involved in robust mass measurements of these systems, including the scope of the resources required to disentangle the system in the presence of additional non-transiting planets. This added expenditure of limited resources will need to be considered in the coordination and execution of the follow-up campaign for TESS exoplanet targets. Given its location near the ecliptic plane, HD 3167 is in the maximum visibility window for the ESA CHEOPS mission (Broeg et al. 2013 ). This will allow for both the investigation of transit timing variations in planet c, and with improved knowledge of the orbit of planet d via ongoing radial velocity measurements, monitoring for potential transits of planet d. This paper and the paper by Gandolfi et al. were prepared simultaneously and are the result of independent radial-velocity observations and analyses of the HD 3167 system. We thank the HARPS team for their collegiality. We also thank the many observers who contributed to the measurements reported here. We thank Kyle Lanclos, Matt Radovan, Will Deich and the rest of the UCO Lick staff for their invaluable help shepherding, planning, and executing observations, in addition to writing the low-level software that made the automated APF observations possible. We are grateful to the time assignment committees of the University of Hawai'i, the isochrones (Morton 2015) , RadVel (Fulton & Petigura, in prep) 
